NBCDecaux not selected for street furniture
contract negotiations in New -York City

Paris, September 22, 2005 – JCDecaux, the number one outdoor advertising
company in Europe and number two worldwide, today announced that
NBCDecaux – a company 70% owned by JCDecaux, the worldwide leader in
street furniture, and 30% owned by NBC Universal – yesterday learned that
New York City has chosen to enter into negotiations with another company to
provide thousands of pieces of street furniture across the five boroughs. The
company remains part of the New York City Department of Transportation’s
Request for Proposals process and the Department has reserved the right to
initiate negotiations with NBCDecaux should the need arise.
“We applaud Mayor Bloomberg for persisting in bringing these much-needed
amenities to the City’s neighborhoods. However, we are surprised and
disappointed that New York City has chosen to negotiate its street-furniture
contract with a different company. If the City is unable to reach an agreement
with its chosen bidder, NBCDecaux remains ready to fulfill the commitments
we outlined in our proposal” said Jean-François Decaux, Chairman and coCEO of JCDecaux Group. “This contract will not include thousands of backlit
advertising panels on payphones as well as hundreds ones on subway
entrances which represent significant opportunities for JCDecaux to enter the
street furniture market in New York City. ” Jean-François Decaux added.

Key Information on the Group
-

2004 revenues: €1,627.3 million; H1 2005 revenues: €833.7 million
JCDecaux is listed on the Eurolist of Euronext Paris and is part of the Euronext 100 and
FTSE4Good indexes
N°1 worldwide in street furniture (311,000 faces)
N°1 worldwide in airport advertising with 155 airports and more than 150 transport
contracts in metros, buses, trains and tramways (208,000 faces)
N°1 in Europe for billboards (197,000 faces)
716,000 advertising faces in 45 countries
Present in 3,500 cities with more than 10,000 inhabitants
7,500 employees
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